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INTRODUCTION

The Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and

Control, developed and used a tool to analyze and select regulatory options for

all products considered for noise emission regulation. This tool, the

Noise Decision Model (NDM) , is a computerized analytical cost-benefit model.

The NDM was designed to bring together and integrate the results of tech-

nology assessment, cost and economic impact analysis, and health and welfare

benefit analysis, into a single consistent decislon-making framework. The

model operates on data representing the results of these studies and generates

an array of feasible regulatory options that are individually analysed

to quantitatively determine effects of the regulation. The information on

the potential effects of each option is then assessed and displayed using

criteria provided and selected by the decision-maker, to provide the id-

entification of the most cost-effective options for regulation.

The objectives of this report -4re to present a clear, concise de-

scription of the Noise Decision Model and to provide a detailed guide for

potential user's of this model. The most recent version of the NDN was de-

signed to utilize the WYLBUR computer system.

This user's guide is formated in several individual sections which

are briefly described below. Section one (i) presents a brief statement

on its development under the auspices of the Office of Noise Abatement and

Control, a general overview of key concepts of the model (including the

model's data requirements and output) and a discussion on how to interpret

the output generated from the NDN. Section two (2) contains basic instruc-

tions for accessing the computer program via the WYLBUR computer system.

The input data requirements to execute the model are specified in Section

three (3). Section four (4) presents a detailed description of the model's

output formats which will be helpful to decision-makers in the interpretation

of results generated through applying the model. Finally, Section five

(5) describes the overall structure and design of the NDM computer program,

including the computer logic, algorithms, and analytical functions in-

corporated in its computer program.
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i.I BACKGROUND OF THE NOISE DECISION MODEL

The Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and

Control, initiated development Of the NDM in August 1975. Contractor

support was used for this developmental effort. The spirit of this work

was to make a preliminary assessment of the workings of the regulatory

development process within the Agency and to explore ways to facilitate

this process through the design of a comprehensive framework which potentially

could be used to analyze all product regulations on a consistent basis.

As a result of the initial work, the contractor was detailed to examine

the information that was being captured through the on-golng product re-

gulatory studies related to product noise abatement and control technology

assessments, health and welfare benefit analysis, cost and economic impact

analysis, etc. This effort was undertaken to ensure that the decision

framework incorporated, to the extent practical, the nature of the in-

formation of these required product regulatory studies. While this work

was being pursued, the contractor initiated efforts to develop a design of

tbe NDM. The first version of the NDM was completed in the latter part

of 1976.

Shortly after the model was fully automated, it was introduced into

the regulatory development process and used to assist in the development

of noise emission standards for the following products: Wheel and Crawler

Tractors, Mobile Earth Moving Equipment, Paving Breakers and Rock Drills,

Railroad Equipment, Buses, Motorcycles, and Truck Mounted Solid Waste Com-

pactors. Since its introduction, the basic conceptual framework of the NDM

has remained essentially the same. However, the information demands of

the various product regulatory programs from a decision-making point of view

required several refinements to be made in the computer program. In the

time period between 1977 and 1980, the NDM's computer program was rewritten

to improve its efficiency and to incorporate additional information that

was consider useful to decision-makers. The most recent revisions to the

model were made in 1980 when the model was converted to the WYLBUR computer

system.
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1.2 INFORMATION HEEDS

TO execute the Noise Decision Model, certain information must be

obtained from a variety of data sources which would be readily available

from the following product regulatory development activities:

• Cost analysis and economic impact analysis.

• Health and welfare impact analysis.

• Survey of manufacturers.

• Technology assessment studies.

These listed activities are carried out and, for all intents and pur-

poses, are completed and documented prior to any undertaking involving

the NDM. Since the model design and conceptual framework was based on

the nature of the information developed through performance of these

individual activities, as opposed to specifying explicit requirements

for development of the information to run the model, there are instances

where the user must develop some of the data inputs to the model. As

a general rule, all information needed to specify the input data of the

model is captured in the existing product-related documentation. However,

these documents do not earmark information for use in the model. The user

must study the documentation and extract the required data for use via

the NDM. In some cases, the user Day need to undertake some additional

analysis of the existing data sources to satisfy the specification of

the input data model's.

The data and information that are required from each activity are

briefly outlined in the following below.

Cost Analysis and Economic Impact Analysis

• Cost Analysis

Identification'of alternative possible time phases of regulation.

Description of expected changes in the product and the effect
on noise emission levels.

Identification of the cost implications of proposed changes

in each class of product.

• Economic snapshot concerning the identification of key structural

relationships in the affected industry(s) and those areas most
likely to be affected by the product regulations, leading to an
estimation of the elasticity of supply parameters.
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• Baseline forecast, without product regulations, that consists of

the development of a framework to forecast the expected industry

sales growth for the future.

• Economic impact analysis that includes a detailed description
of the difference between the baseline forecast and the forecast

with regulations.

• Estimation of the elasticity of consumer demand with respect

to increases in product prices.

Health and Welfare Impact Analysis

• Baseline forecast of the expected impact of unregulated noise

emissions on the public over an appropriate time period, in-
cluding;

Demographic studies.

- Noise propagation studies.

• Benefit analysis due to product regulation, includingl

- Effect of possible time-phasing of regulation on noise exposure

of the public

- Benefits of the alternative regulatory noise emission levels
on noise exposure to the public.

• Net impact analysis that includes a detailed description of the
differences between the baseline forecast and the forecast with

product regulations.

Survey of Manufacturers

Some of the information that is required to utilize the decision

model is usually obtained directly from manufacturers. These data

include;

• History of sales over an appropriate timeframe (e.g., 5-year

period).

• Impact of varying levels of regulation on unit costs of producing

the product.

• Impact on increased end-user maintenance costs.

• Investment by the industry in research and development in (R&D)
and retooling to meet alternative noise emission levels by product

type, class and basic model, as applicable.
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• Average lifetime (obsolenscence factor) for each product class,

with and without regulation.

• Impact on industry employment and plant closings if sales and/or

profits decrease after regulation.

Technology

• Development of types, and classes within types, of the products

on the market, and modifications required by noise emission

regulations.

• Examination of methodologies for measuring performance of the

product.

• Measurement of noise emission of each class of product con-

sidered.

,. • Determination of the state-of-the-art of technology for the pro-

duct under regulation.

• Measurement of the variation of noise emissions of performance

among classes of the product due to regulation.

1.3 KEY OUTPUTS OF TSE NDM

The NDM operates on user input data and generates candidate pro-

duct regulatory scenarios representing various possible combinations

: of noise emission levels and the time-phasing of these levels. For

each scenario, the model calculates the net present values of the costs

and benefits for each year of the time horizon considered.

The NDM then applies a "graph-theoretic" approach to compare alter-

native scenarios (i.e., each scenario is represented by a point in a

two-dimensional spac0 of benefits versus costs). In addition, the NDM

i
computes the ratio of benefits to costs for each scenario, i

The interpretation of these key results that are outputs of this i

model are discussed in Section 1.4 below.

1.4 INTERPRETATION OF NDN OUTPUTS IN LIGHT OF THE DECISION PROBLEM

Decision-makers in regulatory agencies constantly are faced with the

problem of only selecting one regulation from an array of possible

candidates. The NDM does not and can not completely solve this pro-!!

blem, but does provide a tool to aid in its resolution.
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Although it may not he possible to place a dollar value on the

benefits, classical cost/benefit economic analysis can still contribute

much to the explanation of the nature of the problem. Consider

Figure l-1 that displays the results of an analysis in which product

regulatory scenarios are shown as points in a two-dimensional diagram

with benefits on the Y-axis and costs on the X-ax_s. Each dot re-

presents a possible regulatory scenario which is defined by a sequence

of time-phased regulatory levels for each product. Several observations

can be made about the nature of the decision problem from this diagram.

CONVEX

ENVELOPE--_ C

COSTS

Figure I-I. CO}WEX ENVELOPE OF BENEFITS VS. COSTS

The first observation is that several regulatory scenarios may have

approximately the same cost but different benefits. This results in the

existence of a set of options that are better than the other options no

matter what method might be used to relate benefits to dollars. Using

the convex envelope technique, such an envelope can be formed through

the most economically efficient scenarios which would capture only

points A, B, and C.

The maximum benefit to cost ratio occurs for the cases which lie

on the convex envelope irrespective of the dollar value of the benefits.

Therefore, it is possible to choose the regulatory scenario with the

maximum benefit to cost ratio without converting benefits to dollars.



The NDM has the cap_Ibility to provide the decision maker with the

following information on each regulatory scenario to assist in the

selection process:

• Benefit/cost ratios [

• Convex envelope of efficient points

• Monotonically increasing envelope

• The benefit and cost of each scenario

• Unemployment

• Plant closings.

The above information can then be compared to any other constraists

that the decision maker considers important in the decision process.

Possible constraints would be: limitations on total cost of the regulation;

setting of a lower threshold on benefits to be achieved by regulationl

or other limitations on unemployment or plant closing impacts.

Other considerations that can be made by the decision maker may in-

volve the relative importance of each element o_ information processed

by the model if more than one regulatory option remains after imposing

various constraints.

It should be noted that the NDM can not completely solve the de-

cision maker's problem. Other factors that are important to the decision

process, such as environmental impacts and political feasibility, are

not part of this model. Therefore, while the NDM can be of i_mense help

to decision makers in presenting net present value benefits and costs

of regulation and other economic impacts in a decision making format,

the regulator must also consider a number of other factors that can not

be quantified in this or any other model.
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USER INSTRUCTIONS

TO access and use the EPA ONAC Noise Decision Model, computer program,

a potential user must complete the registration requirements of the EPA

National Computer Center which are described in the On-llne Business

Systems (OBS) WYLBUR User Guide. After these requirements are fulfilled,

a potential user will be granted authorization to utilize the OBS WYLBUR

computer system.

To gain access to this computer program via a remote terminal workstation,

the user must follow the appropriate WYLBUR procedures for LOGON and LOGOFF.

These procedures are presented in Table 2-i at the end of this section.

After connecting with the WYLBUR computer system, the user must pro-

vide the following information:

USER IDENTIFICATION ? Press carriage Return (CR)

KE_4ORD ? (CR)

ACCOUNT NU_ER ? (CR}

The above information will be supplied to each authorized user by the

WYLBUR Access Manager of the EPA National Computer Center.

! After this information is correctly supplied by the user, the user will

_ be asked to respond to specific _LBUR computer system prompts. This di-

alogue with the system should be answered as follows:

COMMAND ? SET TERSE (CR)

? COLLECT (CR)

The last query and response will enable the user to create a datefile.

This datafile must be developed by the user in order to supply the input

data needed to execute the Noise Decision Model. The datafile contents must

be created in accordance with the specifications provided subsequently in

i Section 3 of this document.

! When the datafile containing the inputs to the computer model is com-

pleted according to specification, the datafile is saved for use in the com-

puter model hy typing the WYLBUR command:

? SAVE (CR)
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This command instructs WYLBUR to save and write an active file for this

program. Further, WYLBD8 will assign a dataset name to this active file

and provide this information to the user.

After the active datafile has been created and verified, the user is

now ready to run the Noise Decision Model. TO prepare the workspace and

i ensure delivery of output (hard copy) th_ user should adher to the instruc-

tions contained in the National Computer Csnter (NCC) - IBM User's Guide.

I Specific information should be provided by the user to WYLBUS for this pur-
l

F pose, including the dataset name, destination (users delivery code), and

I number of copies required. The following Job Control Language (JCL) is re-

quired to be typed into operating systems' processing of the created data-

file related to this computer program.

// JOB

// EXEC PGM=DECMODEL

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT = A

//DDI DD DSN=EPAXYZ (User's Account NO.), Datafile

name), DISP = SHR

// DD DUMMY

After completion of the JCL, press the (ATTN) or (Break) key on the remote

terminal device and type in the RUN command. This command instructs WYLDUR

to submit the active file to the central computer's input queue for pro-

cessinq. After the RUN command is issued, _YLBHR will show you the job name

and number. The job output can be looked at in its entirety or only in part

by instructing WYLRUR through use of certain commands and other relevant

information. The printed listing of the job will be delivered to the user

based on the earlier instruction requirements. The user may now LOGOFF the

system according to the OSS WYLBUS procedures shown in Table 2-2.

The datafile which was constructed by the user can be saved for future

use. The same job may he rerun or the datafile may be edited for subsequent

runs using different data elements.

For more information on generating a datafile, text editing procedures,

submitting and retrieving jobs, etc., the user is referred to the following

reference materials:

• OES WYLBUR USER GUIDE, 6th Edition, April 1980.

• OBS WYLBUS REFERENCE GUIDE, 6th Edition, December 1981.

• NCC-IBM USER's GUIDE, February 1982, U.S.EPA Management Information

and Data Systems Division, National Computer Center.
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TABLE 2"I OBS WYLBUE LOGON PROCEDURE

Prepare Terminal for Remote Job Entry.

Turn on the terminal and set it for communication (REMOTE or LINE).

For terminals with a built-in data set, the ORIGINATE switch turns

the terminal on as well as sets it for communication. The terminal

is now set to Half-Duplex and the data set is set to Full-Duplex.

Dial via the telephone the On-line Business Systems D_LBUR System

or OBS WYLBUR. Consult the Washington Support Center (WSC) OBS

WYLBER User Guide for appropriate telephone numbers.

Receive Response. A high-pitch tone indicates that the system is

available and the user may proceed to execute the next steps in the

LOGON procedure. A fast busy signal indicates a temporary overload

in local telephone circuits. Wait several minutes and try again.

If this condition persists, notify your local telephone company. A

slow busy signal indicates that all lines into the system are busy.

Once again, wait a few minutes and try again. If this condition

persists, notify the WSC User Support group of WSC at (202) 488-5960

for corrective action. An unanswered ringing signal indicates that

the system is in the midst of a status change. Try again after a

few minutes. If the condition persists, after checking that the

number dialed was correct, etc., call the WSC User Support group and

report the problem. The System Status Recording telephone number

is (919) 541-4732 or (FTS) 629-4732.

USER RESPONSE AT COMPLETION OF CONNECTION WITH WSC.

The following interaction between the user and the system occurs

during the logon process of a OBS WYLEUR session. The user's re-

sponse is indicated by lower case characters and the system response

is indicated by upper case. After circuit connection is made, the

system will bogin the session as follows:
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TABLE 2-1 ORS WYLBUR LOGON PROCEDURE (CONT'd.)

(Note: Users in the Washington, D.C. area will not normally encounter

the dialogue shown below on the first five lines. They should type

at least the carriage returns to receive the message "ENTER TSO or

ORS" and then proceed with line six.)

PLEASE TYPE YOHR TERMINAL IDENTIFIERt

-NNNN-PPP-

PLEASE LOG IN:*ibmepal;ncc(CR)

IBM_ IS ON LINE

OBS(CR]

enter logon

logon epaiii/kkkkkkkk acct(aaaaxxxxmuuu) (CR)

ICH7O0O epaiii LAST ACCESS AT HH:MM:SS ON DAY-OF-WEEK
MONTH DAY, YEAR

EPAIII LOGON IN PROGRESS AT HH:MM:SS ON MONTH DAY, YEAR

MM/DD/YY:SYSTEN BROADCAST MESSAGES SEE NEWS ALERT#
READY

where:

t - Appropriate terminal identifying character

NNNN - Number of the remote access node to which the terminal session
• is connected.

[ PPP - Number of the port of that node.

* - Control H. Before the user keys in the characters in this line,

the control key must be depressed while striking the H key.
This causes a backspace and suppresses echoing of the characters

being typed on this line.

(CR) - Carriage return.

### - Number of the host computer port.

- Number of the COMTEN.

epaili - Assigned User-ID

kkkkkkkk - Password associated with the User-ID. The user may be
prompted to reenter the password because it has ex-

pired. To change it, he should enter the new password
in response to the reenter prompt. The password may be

from 1 to 8 characters long.

acct(aaaaxxxxmuuu) - indicates account number and ADP utilization
identifier.
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TABLE 2-I OBS WYLBUR LOGON PROCEDURE (CONT'd.)

# - Number of the news alert to reference for more details about the

message. To reference the alert, the user may issue the
following command:

' news alert#

A user is given three (3) times to logon correctly, after the third

unsuccessful attempt to logon, the user will be disconnected auto-

maticall7.

i
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TABLE 2-2 LOGOFF PROCEDURE

User response to terminate an OBS WYLBUR session:

? logoff (CR)

NOTE: When terminating a _qYLBUR session, make sure the workspace

(i.e., active file, including the datafile(s) is saved by

usin_ the SAVE command.

System response:

OK TO CLEAR ?

USER response:

yes (CR)

NOTE: Any response other than "yes" or (CR) to the WYLBUR prompt

. CLEAR ? will cause the logoff request to.be aborted.After the 'yes' response is accepted by WYLBUR, the editing time will

be shown to the user. This editing time represents the actual time

used by the computer processing unit during editing. In addition

WYLBUR will record the elapsed time in hours, minutes, and seconds,

to indicate the period of time that the terminal was connected to

the computer system. Billing for the use of the OBS WYLBUR computer

system is done in accordanc_ with a formula which includes both of

: these factors as well as for the amount of on-line disk storage

used.

WYLBUR will display this information, as follows:

_._ SECONDS EDITING TIME

NN PAGE READS, NN PAGE WRITES

NN DISK READS, NN DISK WRITES

ELAPSED TIME - HN:MM:SS

END OF SESSION

WYLBUB AUTOMATIC LOGOFF

The WYLBUR computer system keeps track of the activity at a ter-

minal. After ten minutes of inactivity, WYLBUR will prompt for an

indication that the user is still there.
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TABLE 2-2 LOGOFF PROCEDURE (CONT'd)

? ***

ARE YOU STILL THERE?

?

_ Zf no reply is made after another five minutes, WYLBOR will auto-

_, matically logoff the terminal.

i
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INPUT DATA

A description of the data required to construct the NDM input

data file on a line-by-line basis is presented below. Each row of the

input data file represents a line in this data file. If there are

more data than the format indicates, continue on to the next llne. It

is recommended that the user refer to a FORTRAN manual for detailed

[ explanation of the formats. It should be noted that I and E formats

must be right justified.

Variable

Name Format Description

TITLE 10A4 Name of product to be required

IGRO 12 Type of product sales growth antic-

ipated over time period of interest

IGRO = 1 arithmetic growth

2 exponential growth

3 tabular input growth

SG F5 Rate of growth (fraction) where ZGRO =
1 or 2

RL@ F5 Unregulated noise level (baseline)

ANR@ El0 Original number of units in fleet re-

placed at start of timestream (sales
must equal replacements at the

beginning of tlmestreams)

NRL 12 N_ber of regulatory levels

RL(I) 4F5 Regulated levels ($4)

NLT(I) 412 Number of lead times for each regu-

latory level (<_4for each level

PO,O_ 2E10 Original total cost of the product per

year; original total operating and
maintenance cost of the products per
year

AN@ El0 Total product population at beginning
of timestream

NY@,NDURI,NFY 315 First year of timestream

Number of years in timestream

NUmber of years required to finance
purchase of new product

3-1
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Variable

Name Format Description (cont.)

RB,RC,RU,RP 4F5 Benefit discount rate;
Cost discount rats;

Unemployment discount rate;
Manufacturer's profit rate (return
on sales).

IYR_ 15 Regulation announcement year which
establishes the base year for which

the lead times available to comply
with regulation

The following set of input is to be repeated for as many times

as the number of regulated levels.

LT(I,K) 412 Lead times for regulation, I, (in
years counting from announcement

year)

FSAL(I,K) 4FlO Fraction of sales resulting from
regulation, I, for each lead time

UCI(I,K) 4F5 User cost increase per unit due to

regulation, I, for each lead time

D0PI(I,K) 4F5 User operating and maintenance cost
increase per product machine or unit
due to regulation, I, for each lead
time

FSCR(I,K) 4FID Fraction of product population re-
placed due to regulation, I, for each
lead time

AMI(I,K) 4EIO Total manufacturer investment cost
increase due to regulation, I, for
each lead time

NPC(I,K) 412 Number of plants closed due to re-
gulation, I, for each lead time

BEN(I,K) 4El0 Benefit due to regulation, I, for
each lead time

HE(I,K) 4El0 Unemployment due to regulation, I,
(number of people) for each lead
time

The above set of input is to be repeated as a block for each re-

gulatory level. The input below is to follow the blocks above:

WB 25F3 Benefit weighting factors, one for each
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I

Variable !

Name Format Description (cont.) i

year in timestream; continue on to i

next line if more than 25 years

WU 25F3 Unemployment weighting factors, one

for each year in timestream; continue

on to next line if more than 25 years

If ICRO = 3, the following is required; otherwise skip the line.

GAND 10F8 I Product sales growth factor for each

I year in timestream; continue on to

next llne if more than I0 years

The followin_ line is required for the program to run.

ICC 12 I Output switch

I ICC = i convex envelope output

2 monotonic envelope output

3 options

A sample input data set is shown in Table 3-1.
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OUTPUT DATA

[

The computer output obtained from a run of the NDM is presented in

Appendix A. This NDM output represents the results for the sample data

set or data file depicted in Table 3-i. A su_nary description of the

data output from the NDM is presented below, along with cross-references

to the contents of the Appendix.

Input Data Specification (pages 2 and 3)

The first page of the computer run display the input data used for

that particular run of the NDM. A brief description of each input, in the

order shown, is presented below.

• User selected title of the product to be regulated

a Type of sales selected (in this case tabular sales growth is used)

• Rate of growth (irrelevant in this case)

• "No regulation" information consists of the following:

Original noise level

Number of products replaced in first year of timestream (must equal

product sales)

|I Fraction of product population replaced (number replaced divided by
total fleet size)

Total product population (i.e., fleet size)

Total user cost to replace the products in first year of timestream

Total operating and maintenance cost of the entire product population
in first year of timestream

• Number of regulatory levels considered

• Timestream start year or regulation announcement year

a Duration of timestream (number of years)

• Finance period: Number of years to finance purchase of new products

assuming that a fixed sum is paid at the end of _ach
finance year

Special cases: Finance period = 0 cash payment at purchase at the
beginning of the year

Finance period = 1 payment at the end of the year
simple interest

Sn general: Fixed payment = rP/(l - 1 + r) n

where r = discount rate

P = amount borrowed

n = finance period
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• Regulation announcement year (year from which lead times are counted)

• Discount rate for benefit

• Discount rat e for cost

• Discount rate for unemploymsnt

• Manufacturer's profit return rate

For each regulatory level, the following information is printed:

• Regulation noise emission level

• Number of lead times

• For each lead time

Fraction of projected product sales sold due to regulation

Fraction of product population replaced due to regulation

User cost increase per product unit due to regulation

User O&M cost increase per product due to regulation

Number of plants closed due to regulation

Benefit resulting from regulation

Unemployment due to regulation

• Weights for benefit for each year in timestream

• Weights for unemployment for each year in timestream

_ Option Generation (pages 5 and 6)
L

Table of all possible regulatory scenarios or options from the com-

} binatlon of all the regulatory levels, with possible lead times. (Note that

• _ the first "regulatory level," 90 dB in 1980, is actually the unregulated

level.)

!i:
_i Timestream for Each Regulator_ option (page 8 through page 73)

A listing of the "timestream" is presented for each candidate reg-

ulatory option. The timestream includes the value of the following variables

for each year of the timestream:

• Year in timestream

• Benefit attained

• Total user price increase (from all the new products bought that year)

• Total user price outlay increase due to financing the price increase

due to regulation

• Total operating and maintenance (O&M) cost increase for all regulated

products (all years) in the population (product fleet size)

• Total user outlay increase (total user price outlay plus total O&M)

• Umemployment

• Manufacturer's capital increase
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• Total population size

• Number of old products replaced at the beginning of year

• Number of new regulated products bought at the beginning of year

• Number of plants closed

• Total change in manufacturer's profit relative to no regulation case

(Option i)

Benefit Summaries (pages 75 and 76)

A summary of the benefit measures is shown for each option. The

benefit measures are summed and averaged over the timestream. The following

benefit measures are displayed:

• Cumulative benefit

m Average benefit

• Cumulative discounted benefit

• Average discounted benefit

• Cumulative weighted benefit

• Average weighted benefit

Price Outlay SD2nmaries (pages 78 and 79)

A summary of the price outlay increase measures is shown for each

option. The measures are summed and averagsd over the timestream. The

following price outlay measures are displayed:

• Cumulative price outlay increase

• Average price outlay increase

• Cumulative discounted price outlay increase

• Average discounted price outlay increase

• Uniform annualised price outlay increase

• Average percentage price increase (average total price increase divided

by total cost of replacement at beginning of timestraam)

O_eratin@ and Maintenance Cost S_nmaries (pages 81 and 82)

A summary of the operating and maintenance cost increase measures i8

shown for each option. The measures are summed and averaged over the time-

stream. The following operating and maintenance cost measures are dis-

played:

• Cumulative operating and maintenance cost increase

• Average operating and maintenance cost increase

• Cumulative discounted operating and maintenance cost increase

• Average discounted operating and maintenance cost increase
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m Uniform annualized operating and maintenance cost increase

• Average percentage operating and maintenance cost increase (average
operating and maintenance cost increase divided by total operating and

maintenance cost for entire population at beginning of timestream)

Total Outlay Summaries (pages 84 and 85)

A summary of the total outlay increase measures is shown for each

option. These measures are summed and averaged over the timestream and

consist of the following measures_

• Cumulative total outlay increase

• Average total outlay increase

• Cumulative discounted total outlay increase

• Average discounted total outlay increase

• Uniform annualized total outlay increase

• Average percentage total price increase (average total price increase
plus average total O&M increase divided by total cost of replacement

plus total O&M for fleet at beginning of timestream)

Unem_loyment Summaries (pages 87 and 88)

A summary of unemployment measures is shown for each option. These

measures are summed and averaged over the timestream and consist of the

following measures:

• Cumulative unemployment

• Average unemployment

• Cumulative discounted unemployment

• Average discounted unemployment

• Cumulative weighted unemployment

• Average weighted unemployment

Manufacturer's Capital Increase Summaries (pages 9U and 91)

A summary of manufacturer's capital increase measures is shown for

each option. These measures are summed and averaged over the timestream

and consist of the following measures:

• Cumulative manufacturer's capital increaso

• Average manufacturer's capital increase

• Cumulative discounted manufacturer's capital increase

• • Average discounted manufacturer's capital increase

• Uniform annualized manufacturer's capital increase
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Manufacturer's Profit Increase summaries (pages 93 and 94)

A summary of the changes in manufacturer's profit measures in shown

for each option, These measures are summed and averaged over the time-

stream and consist of the following measures:

• Cumulative change in manufacturer's profit

• Average change in manufacturer's profit

• Cumulative discounted change in manufacturer's profit

• Average discounted change in manufacturer's profit

Additional Summary Tables (page 96 through page 103)

The following quantities are presented in summary tables, which are

sorted by various criteria (i.e., ascending or descending order)

• Average discounted benefit

• Uniform annualized price outlay increase

• Uniform annualized operating and maintenance cost increase

• Uniform annualized total outlay increase

• Average percentage total price increase
i

s Uniform annuallzed manufacturer's capital increase

• s Average discounted unemployment

s Benefit-to-cost ratio

: • Uniform annualized change in manufacturer's profiC

-- A listing of all regulatory scenarios (or options) by decreasing average

ii
discounted benefit is shown on pages 96 and 97.

-- A listing of all regulatory scenarios (or options) by increasing uniform

annualized cost is shown on pages 99 and i00.

-- A listing of all regulatory scenarios (or options) by decreasing benefit-

to-cost ratios is shown on pages 102 and 103.
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Listin@ of Regulatory Options on Convex Envelope and Monotonically Increasing

Envelope (page 105 through page 107)

The following quantities are presented for each option that lles on

the convex or monotonically increasing envelope:

• Options on the respective envelopes by number (refer to the table of all

possible options to identify the option)

• Average discounted benefit (benefit)

• Uniform annualized total outlay increase (cost)

• Benefit-to-cost ratio

• Cost-to-benefit ratio

• Marginal benefit increase per unit cost increase (equals_ benefit

divided by A cost).

-- A listing of the regulatory scenarios (or options) which lie only on the

convex envelope is shown on page 105.

-- A listing of the regulatory scenarios (or options) which lie only on the

monotonically increasing envolope is shown on page 107.

i_•
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COMPUTER LOGIC, FLOW CHARTSI AND ALGORITHMS

INTRODUCTION

The Noise Decision Model computer program is designed to perform a

benefit/cost analysis on all the possible combinations of regulatory options

arising from user specified regulatory levels and lead times associated

with these levels. The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV for the

IBM 370 computer. This program is divided into seven parts, i.e., input,

option generation, timestream enumeration, sums and averages_ rankings, con-

vex envelope, and monotonic envelope, which are subsequently described be-

low.

5.1 INPUT

The following input data are necessary:

Sales growth of the equipment to be regulated under normal conditions (i.e.,
no regulations); there are three choices:

• Arithmetic growth -- each year's sales is a fixed percentage of
the baseline year's sales higher than the previous year

• Exponential growth -- each year's sales is a fixed percentage of
previous year's sales.

• Tabular growth -- the sales of each year expressed as a ratio of
the baseline year stored in a table.

Original product specific population in baseline year (first year of time-
stream).

Original replacement rate -- the fraction of the product population that
has to be replaced annually; for the baseline year, it is assumed that the

sales of new products is the same as the replacement rate of old products.

Number of regulatory levels to be examined (a maximum of four).

Number of lead times for each regulatory level (a maximum of four each).

Total product sales cost and total operating and maintenance (O&M) cost in
baseline year.

Baseline year.

Total number of years in timestream.

Finance period: it is assumed that the end-user finances product purchases

by borrowing at the discount rate; the finance period is the number of years
the user has to pay off the price of the product.
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Discount rate: the discount rate is used to discount the value of money

in subsequent years.

For each regulatory option or study level and each lead time, the following

is required.

Fraction of sales resulting from price increase due to regulation (this
number is to be computed from the price elasticity of demand).

End-user price increase per unit.

End-user operating and maintenance cost increase per unit.

Manufacturer's investment cost increase (the additional capital the man-

ufacturer requires in order to comply with the regulation).

Number of plants closed due to regulation.

Benefit resulting from the total product population being replaced by new,

quieted products in terms of total population of people no longer exposed
to adverse noise emissions.

Unemployment resulting from regulation.

5.2 OPTION GENERATION

This part of the code is rather complicated, but the idea is fairly

simple. Given a n_mher of noise emission levels (five maximum, including

the original unregulated level) and a number of lead times for each level

(four maximum per level), the program generates the no regulation option as

option number 1. Then it goes out and selects one regulation at a time (for

the sample run, there are four regulatory levels with the number of lead

times as 2, 3, 2, i, respectively, for each level. Therefore, the total

number of options with one regulated level = 2 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 8). Next, it

• looks at all possible combinations of two noise emission regulatory levels
!

(e.g., 86 dB with lead time 1 year, 83 dB with lead time 2 years, 86 dB with

lead time 1 year, 83 dB with lead time 3 years, etc.), then three regulatory

levels, and then four regulatory levels.

The total number of options is dimensioned at I00 to save computer file

storage. It is conceivable, in some cases, that the total number of options

could exceed i00. In that event, the program will have to be altered to

accommodate the larger nu/nber.

5.3 TIMESTBEAM ENO_RATION

The following conventions are used in computing the values presented

in the timestream table for each option:

New product equipment is purchased and old equipment is replaced at the

beginning of each year in the timestream.
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Benefits are calculated at the end of each year.

Manufacturer's capital increase is computed at the beginning of each year,

as is operating and maintenance cost.

The end-user price increase is paid at the end of the year unless the
finance period is zero, in which case cost is assumed to be paid at the

beginning of the year,

Manufacturer's profit is computed at the end of each year.

The product population is computed at the end of each year.

The following quantities are presented in the timestream tables:

Year of the timestream.

Benefit from the noise emission regulation measured in terms of people L

no longer exposed to adverse noise emission due to lower noise emission

levels of regulated products.

Benefit for 1 year is computed by summing the total benefit for each re-

gulated level and multiplying by the ratio of the population at each re-
gulatory level to the total population size. The idea is that when all

the products are replaced with regulated products, the benefit input value
will be achieved. For the case of constant product population size and

constant replacement rate, the benefit is linear with time before the full
benefit is reached. The formula used is:

n

B"_Wi Bi i

I'I !

t

where n = number of noise emission regulatory levels

Bi = total benefit for regulatory level i

wi = population at regulatory level i divided by total population at
all levels.

The total price increase to the user due to regulation in a given year
is the price increase per unit multiplied by the number of units sold

that year

Price outlay increase is the amount the user pays per year over the
number of years for which the purchase is financed. If the purchase is

not financed, the price outlay increase equals the total price increase.
(Note: If the user buys new products again the next year, the outlay in-

crease from the last year has to be paid in addition to a new outlay in-
crease for the new year_s purchase.)

Operating and maintenance increase is the total additional O&M cost for
the new products produced each year; it is assumed to be paid in cash and
not financed.

Total outlay increase is the sum of the price outlay increase and the O&M
increase.
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Unemployment due to the regulation.

Manufacturer's capital increase: It is assumed that manufacturers of

regulated products make preparations to comply with the regulation coming

in a lead time of LT. The needed extra capital for compliance is divided

into LT equal portions, investing I/LT of the total for each year between
regulation announcement and enactment. If there is more than one re-

gulatory level, then the capital increase for a year will be the sum of
the total capital increase for each regulatory level weighted by the re-
ciprocal of the respective lead times.

Total number of products in the population at the end of the year after
old products have been replaced and new products purchased,

Number of old products replaced per year.

Number of new products sold per year.

I Number of plants closed due to the regulation.

Change in manufacturer's profit is the difference between the manufacturer's

profit for a given regulatory option and that of the baseline option,
, i.e., how much the manufacturer suffers or gains from the regulation by

comparing his profit with what he would obtain if there were no regulation.

By definition, this will be zero for Option 1 (i.e. no regulation). Pro-
fit is calculated as follows:

Pi (Cl)(PR)(Si)

where C i = cost per unit in year i

PR = profit rate Cpercentage)

Si = total product sales in year i.

5.4 SUMS AND AVERAGES

Summary data are presented for the following quantities:

Benefit.

Total price outlay increase.

Total operating and maintenance cost increase.

Total Outlay increase.

Unemployment.

Manufacturer's capital increase.

Change in manufacturer's profit.

For each of the above, one or more of the following is applicablez

Cumulative: Sums quantity over all years in timestream

The formula used is:

n

i-1
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where n = number of years in timestream

qi = benefit or cost in year i.

Average: Cumulative divided by nmnher of years in time-
stream.

Cumulative discounted: Discounted by a factor for each year in the
timestream and then summed.

The formula used is:

n

_ qi/[1 + r)i'I

i-I

where r = discount rate.

Average discounted: Cumulative discounted divided by number of years
in timestream.

Cumulative weighted: Each year weighted by a weighting factor and then
summed {used for unemployment and benefits only).

The formula used is:

, n

_wiq i

i-I

where wi = weighting factor for year i.

• Average weighted: Cumulative weighted divided by number of years
in timestream

Uniform annualized: Assumes that the end-user is going to finance the

i cumulative discounted total by putting a fixed
sun yearly into a finance account, so that, at

the end of the timestream, an amount equal to
the cumulative discounted total is available.

The formula used to compute the uniform annualized
cost is:

Pr/b - 1/(l+r) n]

where r = discount rate

P = cumulative discounted cost

n = number of years in timestream.

Average percentage Average cost increase divided by total original
increase: cost.

5.5 RANKINGS

The options are ranked by:

Dmcreasing average discounted benefit
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Increasing uniform annualized cost (total outlay increase)

Decreasing benefit/cost ratio.

The following quantities are presented in the ranking tables:

Option number

Average discounted benefit

Uniform annualized price outlay increase

Uniform annualized operating and maintenance increase

Uniform annualized total outlay increase (hereinafter referred to as

uniform annualized cost)

Average percentage total increase

Uniform annuallzed manufacturer's capital increase

Average discounted unemployment

Benefit/cost ratio

Uniform annualized change in manufacturer's profit.

5.6 CONVEX ENVELOPE

The convex envelope consists of those options, plotted in cost-benefit

space, which are "best" from the vantage point that, for a given cost,

these options offer the most benefit. In practice, these options are

arrived at by finding the option with the highest benefit/cost slope using

the previous point as the origin of the rectanqular coordinate system.

An example of the convex envelope is shown below.

CONVEX

COSTS
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5.7 MONOTONIC INCREASING ENVELOPE

The monotonically increasing envelope can be plotted in the cost-

benefit space also. The example shown below presents the same data as the

previous figure w_th the addition of the dashed line curve which is the

monotonic increasing envelope. It is derived as follows. Starting from

the origin, find the point to the right with the least cost. If there is

more than one, pick the point with the highest positive slope. Use this

point as the origin and continue the procedure until no more points are

left to the right or the slope becomes zero or negative. It is clear that

the convex envelope points (solid line curve) are a subset of the monotonic

increasing envelope points, as shown below.

COST

ENVELOPE ---_

C7

_ A 2

COSTS

5.8 COMMON BLOCKS

There are three common blocks in the Noise Decision Model computer

program. These blocks are used to transfer variables to different points

of the program. They are named BLOCK1, BLOCK2, and BLOCK3. There are four

subroutines (OPOEN, SORT, CONVEX and MONOTO), one function (FACT) and _he

main program. The usage of the common blocks in the subroutines, program,

and function is presented in the cross-reference table below.
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Common Blocks

Programs and

Subprograms BLOCK1 BLOCK_ BLOCK3

MAIN X X X

OPGEN X X

SORT

CONVEX X

FACT X

MONOTO X

5.9 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS AND SUBPROGRAMS

This section provides descriptions of the main program, the four sub-

routines, and the one function used in the Noise Decision Model. Following

_ each written description, the program listing and flow chart are presented.

}

t'

i

t_
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Name: Main

ArgumEnts: None

Functlon_ Main program. Performs input/output. Invokes OPGEN to

compute all possible options. Generates tlmestream.
Sums all relevant quantities in the tlmestream. Invokes

CONVEX and MONOTO to generate the convex and monotonically
increasing envelopes.

Subprograms Usedz OPGEN

SORT

CONVEX

PACT

MONOTO
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READ IGRO

READ INPUT

_" YES
CALl. PACT

i NQ

i SET UP PARAMETERS

FOR OPTIONS

NOP • 1

_: DOI" 1TONRL I

TAKE I REGULATIONS ATA TIME I
CHECK TO SEE THAT LATER REGULATIONS i

HAVE A LARGER LEAD TIME THAN Ji

FIGURE 5-1, MAIN PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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0O OPTION I " 1 TO NOP

ZERO ALL SUMS

OO TIMESTREAM

COMPUTE BENEFIT AND
COST IN EACH YEAR

DISCOUNT WHEN APPROPRIATE

! SUM THE RELEVANT
QUANTITIES

COMPUTE THE AVERAG5S

SORT ACCORDING TO CRITERIA

CALL CONVEX

CALL MONOTG

YES

FIGURE 5-1, MAIN PROGRAM FLOW CHART (CONTINUED)
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TABLE 5-1. MAIN PROGRAM LISTING

CCMHC_/JCDX/_OP
.... CC_nC_tBOBgL_/I_L(_#2) eZYB0ePLOaF$O

CGBBCHI_ANISGeNTeGAND(23)

CGBBC_IJOEDABICOST(IO_),ZA{IOO)_DBPc(ICO)_BO ......

BZCCESZCNUCO_(IOO),&CO(5)eIBB(5),TZT_E(IO),B[I(_),_E(23}'_(231
--. COBBCI/CBZ_E[5_|00)eZX_(SI100)_OCIO(5_ 100)egC_]O(§el00)_

..... 2 ABZO(SeIOO)eBLEf(|O0) ...........

DZBCB_XC_BCT[tOO)*_O_flOO)_ODX(IO0) e_OCi(ICO)_P_OU(tO0),
I OCZT(IOO) eOCZA IO0)eOCZ_T(IOO)_OCICA{tO0)_C_[O(IO0),

..... 3 _TCCZ(IOO) eCBC](IOOJ,CEO&($CO) eC_C_(lO0) _
C_CDA(IOO),C_OO(IOO)eBHPOT(IOO)eDB_CI(IOO),D_GDT(tOO)

5 DB_DA(IOO)eD_PO_(IOO|,BTO(IOO)e_AC I_r)_BDTO(IO n ,
"----6 ---"_=HDCB(ICO)',D_O(IOO),BHAO(IO_}eQBO_ilCO),

....... _ ........ q_GD_(IOOJeOEOCA(IOB},_COMT(IOBI,O_CSilI_OI .....
01B_aSZC_C(lOO),_OCZ(IOO),_COCZ(IOO),B_OI23)

$_00 COB2%_l

_e_oIS,;,Z_;_9_Z_a(_);_T;,_O) ...............
2 _OBBA_(IO_;} ........

_EIT_(5,3) (_%_LC{Z),I=I#_O)

R_A_IS_ IGEO

M_I_(6e3_) ZGUOeSG
33 __ _CE_AT(O_GRCMTE T_E_eT22aI_I_ EAT_ C_ GEGk_it_I2_FS,_/J

_G_T(16FS. II .....................

_AOiS,E}H_L .......................
5 FCE_7|I6Z2)

..... BCADIS#_) (_!(I)_%'I,NSL) ..............
BCA_IEeE) (NL'_(%),1=1*_6_)

96 CO_T(OE10.5) ............................
CADIS,_6) PO,O0

N_ITEIT_UO2}PO_CO .................
;02 CC_J;(1Xe2(I_EI_oS))

8 _OP_ (_ZSJ

_ZACI5_EJ_XEO

10 COEBAT(t0_O EEO _BCOt//I _OI_E IC_gL_eT;O_IO.1/
1 ... I B_BBgB EE_&CEC_T_Oel_£10.3/_ _B_C_|OB EET_EED_T20_
2 _10,_/_ _O_AL B&C_Z_E$_eT2OeI_BIOo3/
3 _ TOTA; COS2_T21_1_g9.3/t _C_JL C_"8&Zu CC$1=_21,I_Z9.3/)

NEZ_E(6_11) BEL
11 _C_fl_(iOB_E£E OC'/_. BEG L|BB_$!.T2OeI_/| .........

_BZTE(6_12) _kOeNDOBI#E_X_ZXEO
12 _OE_T[*OXE_*/* _Z_E ST_ZA_*_T20_5/* BO_ATICN_TZOe]5/

1 _ C25&ECC B_BZO_*_T20#15/e BEG _OD_CEBEK2_ eT_O,;5/I
NEZ2E(6_I_JEB,EC_BU_E
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TABLE 5-11 MAIN PROGRAM LISTING (CONT,)

1 "- Q+BBE/IPLQY_Et(Z**220,rlOo2/= PBOFZT*rl;O,FIO. 2/)
• WJ_ZT_ (G 0251 ..........

25 POlt_ A'_('_21 + *E£G LEVEL*)
: DO lO01I=lm_EL
! O=lIT.2 ([)
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.... M_ZT!(6,151 (LT(XeK) ,K'le_)
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. .-- W_XTE(6,171 (_5CR(X,K) ,K,1,J) ................
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+. MI]ZT_(6*161 (UCZ(Z,K)*K=I,J) ..............
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9 ........ eeanl_ 113f3.11
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++ MRZT_ (6 _?O2J ........
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TABLE 5-1. MAIN PROGRAM LISTING (CONT+)

a=. HDL_.I-Z
__ DO80_,011= 1# I| ....... ....
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DO8001J 1=twK1 .............................
L(I,I).]I
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= .I;1_(Z. EQ. I ) CALLOPG][N
.__. __'( z, eo..!)___o_oeoo_

B I=Z I('l
..... t12=l_+' 1 .......

DO80021;=_t e82
r..... K2"11f.t (12) .......

O¢18003J;=tw K2
• z_'(z.; [:[;, _,_._L__;_L_'.1:(I_.Jill _Gc.__c_eoo3__ ........ :

;_ (2+ IJ =;2
L (2, 2) .J2 ..........
ZP (I+ZQ+2) CALLOPG_II

! __ ZZ,(Z,eQ.2j+GC_O90_03
-- n3.Z201

Ellwpl +,2

,__ K3-11_.TIZ3) ........
DO8005J2= 101';3

..... ZP ILl (I"+ J3} • _,Z:.Z.'z.{Z2t J2) ) G¢'+¢e005 .................
/- (3,, 1) =Z3

__.I. 13, 2) ",_3 .......
ZP (I, _Q+3)C&LLOP_N

...... Zl" (Z.tQ.3} GC_[00005 . ..

+ 00 llC +,7Jl+"I, 1(_
IP (Lg: (v,,3ll). LEo LT (3 +J 3) ) GCTC _00 ?

_, (_+2}'J;
:_' CA '....T.C_GI H ...........................

:i _ 0^07 CCIlTINU I_
8005 ¢O_leOZ ....................................
B_O; CCHTI_O !

+ _ 8o0.1 Com_zx(_
80')2 CO_TI_U !
0001 CO_TZ_tU !
8'100 COI4TIpU !

v + MRZT_ (+ +?0) _

n=ML_V (`1|
_ lG][Tt 16e71J `1e (_ (J*,_} +l_ (J#Z) r Jr" 11_| ..................

71 PO_ fl l'[ <13,I3,,_ I I,. 51.¢ 10. I+ ];1G} )
2050 CON_IHO!

+ BAT_-I.
---- ze (, etr. e_. o JmoTo3O'_ !. .+

lCATBaBC/(1.+ t./(1* +BC} eeei_E)
3001 CO_ITZi(0_

0/_'_ =|;C/I1..; 1._ (1;;0C) "'_ aOO_ 1)
DOJ__ 1=PC/J,N _0
DOIO IOZ=I+_CP

72 _ORflI'I(_I'_]:flE 5_JZA_ FO_ cg'.,;:l+ '+Z3/)
Mi_Z'; _ (8+75)

73 pOBI_AT( _+E_I_ +,I_++ BEN PIT ,3J; FI_ICE Z+qC'eIX,*'CUTLA+_+#
I I _N_#IX#+Op_i£i IN_+ I%+*I'O_'OUTLIy_,I_+
2 I_ElRP;_P]_la,l_+'eh_N_,k_;|',tZ,'tC; a£C_' ,2X,
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TABLE 5-I. MAIN PROGRAM LISTING (CONT.)

+ -- 3 ....... ++Un'_TT;3Z,+S,n SiL+S+,+i%o+pLN_ cCse,,_i, ....

I+J._P++]
DO2010Kzl. ZJJ ..........................
ACOIK).+,

' 2010 COBT%RUI .........................
N.RLEVI/)
INa(I|'INO
901011Js2,_

____CffT+0* .............
C_DT#O*
lCZ++._ ...........
l+C2"O.

.... A_COt'm*. __
AN+C_zO*

__.k"SCCt_+m ......
DSP_,0°

__.OnP0_._++ ___ .
OZ-0.

DM++O*

..... gET'+. _ .........
OZDS'0.

Z5=1...5O_I+HO .......
D01020Nt-I+HDURt

+ I+:_YO*,t-+ ......
1 , 2P(_*.U_ t+LGC_01012

J +2
00101013 ......

i' 1012 COHTI_Ui
-- - DOt01UJ,2+M .......................

1F111-£11(+,I]) 1013+1011,1011
_1_1m co.2xmo+ .....

_=5t1
10 3 CO+/IHO! ...........

J*J-1
...... ARSC#ANJ_eFSA_O(JeZ}e_&C_{IGiO} .................

__.+SCRI_O_ORIISCRO(JeI)
ANS(/_I .l_a(Id)-SCfilPO

__.__IE(A.SI]B|,G¢,O+JGO_01015 ..............
55,_R.1

. .0010 6K,KS_J ...... _ ....
ANSIK)=INS(R)eANS IK-I)

IFll_a(¢)*O2*O*|GOTOl01?
1015 COH2ZNU!
1017 CO_JBO|

X_K ................
1015 CC_INO!
____50_-0* .....

O02_6BK,t+B

2_68 CQNT_NO|
¢_.0, ................
ZEtJ,_g,N) GC_01019
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TABLE 5-1. MAIN PROGRAM LISTING (CONT,)

.... xJ:_*l
DO102IK*IJe_ ........
CM=CHtABZO(KoX)/(IXB(KeX)'Xt_0)

1021 CONTXHD!
t019 COH2Z_g!

...... ANHCl=&DSC*OCZO(JeZ)tCOi(I*t=P) ................
JMC=0.

5nC=_fiCt_QPZo|Ke_)eS_a |_)
_]018 CONTZ_O!

ImEcC.i|Ectm_A1l

Z_=IFI-1

L2.LeeC_
DOt022Eet*ZJJ
unc0,tco|_)_tKHf0 __

-1023 COU_/HOl
KKKK=IJJ*t
OO10??J_J=I,KKKK

_ _.-_&CO ( JJ_|_ACO (JJJ_l }
/077 CO_Z_O!

.... 5C0 (ZJJ)*A2 .......
3002 CCNTZHO!

.... Z?tX*H_,1)GCT03567

3567 CON_ZXO!
.__.oae*¢eee_*(ouasJ_uczo(J_z))*ta_¢*eel(!.*a_)-cao(_o ........

_c=Hpco IJ_Z)
• .... tOg,C_0 (J_Z) ............

; D_V_=gSHT*&QEOHU(_)
.... D=Oo .................

DC1_23_,1a,_

) -5=DeANdlKI/$OBP_HO(Ke I1 ..........
1023 ¢OITX_O|

_&B&=l=/ll.*RClm*I_

..... C5_mCB_IBAE&eC5 .......
&_CT=ABC_SflC

...... A_CC]=&ECD_tABCeE&E& ...............
DBP_xDflET*DflP
DBPC_=DBED_tDfl_E_EA ............

1 ...d_BC#OC#D_ _ .
7q .... _OBR_2(1I,Zq,12(1Xet_Bg*2}}

P_OT II)=tflBC_
, _.PPOS(I)_AffnCT/_DO_t

PPODA(X)=APE_--;DT/NDO_t ..................
_POU(_) =_=SCD_m=AT
peeocztz),_¢z/_pUal/_O
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TAELE 5-1. MAIN PROGRAM LISTING (CONT.)
,.....,

.......... _..........
oczT (I) =AnCT

.... OCX&(II ,I_C2/ND_=I _ .
OCIDI(X)=IaCDT

, . OCICA(XI=A_COT/HDUE1 .......
OCIg (Z) aASCC_e=&T

..... Xr(O0*E;,0*)GOTOS03q ........................
_OCICZ|I)-OCZA(Z)/O0

903_ COM2X_0!
....... POCICI (]) _L .....

9035 COM_I_Ol
_C02 [X)_ilnC_AMC_
1co i IX) s2CO_(Z)/IDUE 1

%CODAII) .;¢0D$ (Z)/_Dgil
• CO_T(Z}+PRO0(X)+ocz0 (I}

_TCOC_I_)=(_CZ+_BCT)IJDOE1/(EOeOO]

cnoq_:Ltqap_
COODA(X)mC_£T/NDUEt

OENC_R{lImBX_/NDU61
__PMTO (ZL_e_.

UM&OIZ)sUk_/ND_E1
1. /P{COS?IXI,M_.O.JGO209000 ..

DFC(X) m_,
..GO_O900

9000 CO,_IN_I
__ .... DPC(zJ r | e#0=a[ZJ_.Eg=S+_Lz) .

9001 ¢OHZZ_U!

OE04 (Z),UZ_/PDO_I

O_OMAI_)sO_M2/HDOEI
10]0 Cox_z_ul. _

iEZtl(6_t00)
100 POE_(*IGP_ZO_el_eICg8 DE_ee_e*l_ O_Ne_Xe+COflDX5 _EHte l_e

1 IIVRDZ_ D_e_t_**Cga i_ PEK_#1Ze IAV_ i_ [_p*/)
., _o_oo0_ ,_.)=_¢_

101 _POBS&_(_.Z2e3Zm6l_gjp*3#llJ) ......
_OOO COHT/H_!

_ MEXtEI6+1021 ...................
"1_2 EO_fl&T(IIOp2ZO_I#I_mICOB P_ZCElm2_el&_ P_ZC_I*;_eI_U_ D_S PSl_

2 +(*OO+L&/ Z.C'•lXt,'ZPC*/)
DO_OOIZml+MC+
I._TE (6 +10311+PFOT (Z)_P+Ol(Z)++ Pp+OT(Z+e_POCA It) ,PPOUIZ) +PPPO;_ (z

103 tO_HJt(iI.Z2,3XmS(IpEIO*3mlIJm2+PS,II .............
0001 CO_2ZNg!
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TABLE 5-1. MAIN PROGRAM LISTING (CQNT.)

|_.. _ECaNA_(.I%OPTION_,IZ, ICU_ O_BAIN*wlZttAVZ QFaAZNI,IZeJCgfl DZS O_lf
t IE*IJVE D15 OaI*|XelO|I ANH OMIm|Ze/IV_ iE_C_N_ ON_/
2 _l,6(*z_c**BX)/) ..........

DO;OO2Esl,lOp
NBZT_ 5elOJJ;eO¢IT(Z) eOCZ&(ZJeCCZDT(ZI.CCZOi(Z)wCCZU(I)ePOCZC[(Z)

_002 CONTZ_U_

BBZT|(6el06]

.... I!XmJAIZDZ$ TO_m#tZm*i|Zl_H__O_*.m.lXel&Va. _C _O_l_BX, ....

.__.DOU_O3Xm|maO_
liZ_(G.liJ)Z.TIOT (1)._iiA KZ)._COOT (Z) ._o_1 (I) .¢o|T(I_;_Tco¢I (l)

_003 co_x_o!

liZTE(6.|07) --
_L0k__PODB_L!IO_ZOBImlle_CO_ OI_BF_2Xm*£V_ O_e;Ze_C0_OZS.l_! ',

DOUOO_Xmlm_O___
liZTBi6.1OlJ_.OEO_KZ).O_O&(Z).l_oDTiI).0aOOIiZ) .i_OUTKX).O_CV&KZ)

_oe__._cos_za0a
llZTE{6,1O9)

109 _OBflI_{,IOPTZO_*e|XmmCIB 8i_l._ImliV_ HAN_e_Im*CO_DZ$ _AN'_IX,
" a *_0X_ BA_ImlX_I_BZ&al _AN_/iK_5(*Ci_ _iCe_X)/|

...... DO_O05X.ImSCP .........................
ltZT_(S,IOI)2#CBOT(Z)mC_OAIXI,CBOIT(Z)#CaOC&IZ) _C_iU{X) ....

_0_5 cgN_z_a ....
MBZTE(SmIll)

J11 _ORBA$|_%O_£ON_IX_COB CUA_G_IeIZmlAVa C_&NG_*elZ/ICU_ _I5 C_le

..... DO_O_6X,1j _CP.................
BRZT_(6el0I)Z+DB_OT(Z) #iBPO_(Z).D_PO_T(Z)e£fl_CC_|Z) e_OU(Z)

._4¢6 _.coa2xso!
C&LLfOa_(-t_KO_E, OEBDEOmO_ZE)

.. ilZ_a{6*112) ......................
112 _OEfl_(tlOP_ZO_S _V iZCB_&$I_G _V_EAGE £I_CCUNTI_ _E_ggIT*/)

116 _Oi_JT(IOG_IZO_**]XeI£V_ 0ZSleUI#1_HZ &aN _l*slX#ii_Z l_ 0_1#1_,

2 IAfECZS i_#IZ_I0_I/CO|T',3X_'U_Z AN_ CE'IgX,'gENEFZ:*,
..... 3.__,I.'CU_LA_ Zice,lim*Zac*m_x,_cO_z*_ z_c_, z,'zsc,,sx,

....... DOU_OiZmlm&G_ __

2 IEClZi(l) ) , C_Ei0 (Zt(Zl)

0000 Ce_TIHll
...... C&LL$CBI(leBOPmZBmCD|T#O$_O) ...............

t_ZTE(6,11_)

I_Z2af6el16)
....... DO_OT£m ,JG_ ..................

.... $ _TCOC_(ZB(I))_CBCI(Z_(I})eOEODA(ZE(ZJ)e ....
2 iPC(ZD(Z)) eDBECOIZi(I})

_O0__.GOaTI_Oa
C£LL_C_2{'|m_OOmZDeU_CeG_B )
IBZ2E{6mlli)

115 _oeaa_(.lO_Izo_5 [_ ieceEAsX_G eg_e_ZT/COS_'/) - -
MRZTE(6mlI_) ............
iO_20Z,I#ROF
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TABLE 5-I. MAIN PROGRAM LJSTJNG(CONT,)

.1 __COST (ZB (Z)) ,FTCCCI (ZJO(I) ].#CBOB(IB _I_) #OEOD& (I D[ Z) ),
2 OS_B(z), _a_co(z eIx) )

gO2Q COBT ZHI31_
CALLCOHVEX (e_D_a)

. IRZ_I(Te_O3j_O ....
1103 FORBJ_ (1XoZ2)
. .. P.Q?QO'I/_t,.I_Q

*J"Xl IZ)
...... ia]c_! (7,qO_lJ. ISSUpBll (J) ,cos2.iJ|. Tz.?_(a| t ¢c=zA(a) n __Po_(a). oczo (a)

QOq _O_BIT ( Ix#Z;a6( 1_12, 5J }
_?..op.t__¢oJTz.u _ .......

=]_J:T! (6 ,,200 )
+2o_0 eO_nA'IL_.IOP_ZO_S ou _saee_r/cos_ coww_ s_.. ve__cE_ ....

MBZ'I"I(6 ,,201)
.+2nt.._eoaal_'_,Ooe'_zoa,,tl++ueie_z1,+ax, COS_eI?=*__EEIIfCO$I=e3=#. --

1 OC05_/BBM=,3Z_oB&EGZIIL Bi_t ZInC _EE OlZ'_ C0$'_/)
pOSOOOZ,,I, _I0

! ¢PB, I,/EFCiZl (Z])

I g_eC (Z}

...... M_Z'Zi (6 e203) .............................
_'_3 _O_t_l_(elCF'_IOtl5 0_1 9EN|PZ_/CCS_[ tlOHO'I'O_ZCI._._ ZNC_EASZNGe#

I .- , I=_et_geec,f)

___DOS_ _1I t ' I _|0.
! CPa= t,/EFC (;_k (Z))

]- . ...... gl=Z_ 16e 101J ,_,1,(Z), n_aoee (Z_ (z_) _cos? (zk Izl) _Eec IZI(Z)) ,cea,
1 DBPC |Z)

+, _LQ++L..__ot_txa+e_
OOZO 100 +

i 9999 COIl'_ Z HOE

|BD .....
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Name: Subroutine OPGEN

Arguments: None

i Funotion_ Generates all the possible regulatory options given a

set of study levels and a set of lead times for each

study level.

Sttbprograms Used: None
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I NO_.NOP÷lI

I SET UPPARAMETERS FOR
BASELINE YEAR

"1
SET UPPARAMETERS FOR I

IL1 tll REGULATION

i _ YES 2 @

z

FIGURE S-2_ SUBROUTINE OPGEN FLOW CHART
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TABLE 5-2. OPGEN SUBROUTINE LISTING

su=ec_'_]u_o_oem
_.conaqN/Jpo y,_t_oe -- +

1 O0_Z (uw_) _VS&].(tarcl}e_SCJt(4e_) oJlBZ(zIsq) ,;tPC (LIw_)w

- COMllCHTC_i.[_lft(SwlOO),Zt_(5, lOOl_OClO(5, tOq)+[_Cl;lO(S,tOO)t
. .les_LP._,'LogL,_r_scao(5,!O.Ol,e__aqZP_t_9OoJ__q..st 1_0¢), o._9_L_,J_O_o}+ .

2 inzotS_ 100), N:,eV(100)
_____pCI_=aOF*I=

a (t. IICP)==_O
zta (t,=C_) -z_rao

oczo 11, I0_) "0,

fSALO (1+IIOP)• 1.
_5CBC(I, _OFJ• _'S0_ .....
J_l_O| I. lOP) =0,

.+ IIFCO(1.lOP) =0
O=O( 1,_tC'_)"0°
I [I10 ( 1_lOPJ+_q_ ....

.. t-1,1 .
1009 CC_'[_ _I_E
..... ],2=L le|

Oczo 1_.,1_l_ce),,OCZ[_. I/.1_ 1}, _(L t,, 2) ) .......
00_]0 (t,;e_O_) =VOP,I[(I, 1:,le I) _L 1Ll12) )

____ PSALC(L;e HOI))"_5_£ (1'(Z'1_ 1) #L(Lle 2) ) .....
PSCBC(L;_OEJ =_$C_ [], IL le 1) w,_IL1*2J } ........._Be0(_2I__P)=_EJ(_(L1e1)I_(_1f2}]1
I_PCO(L2+IlO1:)_l/FC 1£ [Z,I, 1), ,T+111,2) )
Oto (L2e ]lOeJ.£Oe(], (_.! +!| • .__[.L.! * 21).

.... Z_(£2o01 Z|i_UOH_
]. 1+_,2 .....
O0_:o1009
E]ID
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Name: Subroutine SORT

IDET > 0

increasing order _ 0Arguments: IDET - sort in decreasing IDET

N - dimension of array to be sorted

IS - index of sorted array to be returned to calling

program (i.e., IS = 3, I, 2, 5, 4, 6, . . .

etc.)

A original array to be sorted

increasing order according
B the sorted array in decreasing

to sign of IDET

Function= TO sort an input array A of dimension N in ascending or

descending order, put the sorted array into B and the

order of the elements of B in the array IB.

Subprograms Used: None
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-- OO I ." I TON

B(I) "AH}

Im(I) " I

OO[-1TOM 001"1 TOM

K;I_'I K'I*'I

m _0 J'Y. TON _0 J" _<TON

YES YES

NO _ NO
!

INTERCHANGE B(1),B(J)I
INTERCHANGE 8H).BIJ) INTERCHANGE IB(I),JR(J)IiNTERCHANGE IB(I).IBIJ)

FIGURE 5-3. SUBROUTINE SORT FLOW CHART
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TABLE 5.3. SORT SUBROUTINE LISTING

_ _$OB0CUTIN_SOa¢(_DET#¢rZ_J.&tE) .........
DZ_ZDSZC_I_(1)w&(t),n(1)
O01001Z,lf__
B (Z) "A (Z)

. ZB (Z)._ .
1001 CON_Z_U_

_=M-t
=r(IOCTJlOO2otO03, tO03

|002 CON_;_O|
D0100qX=l_

OO100;J,Kol
;_10 (_l .L¢. s [Z/} ;OTOtCO,
TZ_e'B(I)

_ B(X)-S(JJ_-
B(J) mZ_P
ZTZ'ZS(Z L
XB (Z)=Xg(J)

I00_ CO.ZZHOI.... DETOgR=
1003 COHTZnO!

OotO05Z_=_ _
E=Z*I

Xr (o(J) .GE. a (11) GoT_O05
_=aP,a(;).

=(X) "B(J)
...... D(J),_=BP.

1005_¢OHTZHOE ...........
OETO_
¢40

c
t
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Name: Subroutine CONVEX

Arguments: BEN -- the average discounted benefit

Function: Starting from the origin in cost-benefit space CONVEX

finds the option with the largest positive benefit/cost

ratio and puts the option number in the array IA. It

then uses that option point as origin and repeats the7

same procedure until all the slopes are zero or nega-

tive.

Subprograms Used: None

l
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!
COSTO - O

IBENO = 0
Nn-O

IA=O

SLOPE "O

• 1 TO NOP

COST 1 • COST(n- COSTO

YES
COST 1 _ O?

i. !i

:' YES

• SENT + COST

r

SLOPE " MAX(BLOPE,TEMP) .

YES

NO

FIGURE 5-4. SUBROUTINE CONVEX FLOW CHART
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NO•N0÷1

COST0 • COSTIIT}
SEN0 " BEN(IT)

_, IA(N0) ,' IT

OSPCIN0) " SLOPE

!,
[

FIGURE 5-,4. SUBROUTINE CONVEX FLOW CHART (CONTINUED}
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.,, , . .

TABLE 5,.4, SUBROUTINE CONVEX LISTING

$gBDOgT_H¢COMVB_(BCN)
¢oaac_LaootLmoP__ , .----
CON_C_CaD_/COS_(IOO),ZA(ICOI,OB_CfIOC),MO .....

..... OZn=|SZCia_l(1)-
D01001£=|#NCp

" ZA(Z}=O
1001 col_]ao!

¢Os_q-O,
r flENO=O. --

aO=O

i 1003 ¢On2ZNO| ...............

901005_,1,a0_ ..............................

CO$21=CCST(Z)=COSTO

+ OE.+'M+aI£)+OS,0
.... ZF(O+NT*LE*O*IGO+01005

_+-- SLOP_=A llXl [G_OPR* TZ_PJ ....
ZP|$LOPI*IQ*2_P)_2=Zi

_1_qos ._Oa_ZMpL....ao,,o+1
Zl 1.0)+12

_0_0100_

I
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Name: Function FACT

Argument: IGRO -- the sales growth type of the product to be

regulated

IGRO = I arithmetic growth

2 exponential growth

3 tabular growth

Function: PACT computes the sales in each year of the timestream

given the sales growth type.

Subprograms Used: None

D _
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YES

FACT= 1 _"SG(NY - 1)

NO

YES

=, FACT- (1÷EG)NY-1
l

NO

i

.: ,.- - FACT • GANO(NY)

NO

FIGURE5-5. FUNCTIONFACT FLOWCHART
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TABLE 5-5. FACT FUNCTION LISTING

_ FOlIC'_ZO BFAC_ (ZGRO)
_ CO_0CH/BAa/SGe |[_w GAPD {23) ____

GOal0 [10Clo 1002a 1003) •ZGBO
_: ..LO0L c:o_':z_oJ_

FAeCal6 tSGe |_I'I)
..... B_'ZDItH
1002 ¢ON_ZHD|

__,Ac't* (I ,?sa} *_*_.[s#_-.1L__
B _'l_O6H

_'AC_'GA i0 (il T) !
iETOOU
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Name: Subroutine MONOTO

Arguments: BEN -- the average discounted benefit

. Function: MONOTO sorts the Cost array according to increasing

cost• Starting from the origin of cost-beneflt space,

MONOTO finds the nearest option to the right with a

positive slope (if there is more than one option with

the same cost, it chooses the option with the highest

benefit). It puts the option nun%her in the array IA.

Then, using that option as the origin, it repeats the

whole process again until the slope is zero or negative.

Subprograms Used: SORT

i
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+..

L,C'''SORT[OOST'I

I=1
NO-O

COSTO • 0
BENO - 0

YES

_ NO

I'I÷I K"l÷l

" K TO NOP

YES
COST[J) > COST(I)?

._ J'J-1

J " NOP -

FIGURE 5-.6, SUBROUTINE MQNOTG FLOW CHART.
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BMAX " BEN(I|

DOK-ITOJ

aMAX " MAX;BMAX, BEN(K)

NO'N0+1
BENT " BEN(IT) - BEN0

COST1 _ COST(IT) - COST0
DBPC - BENT ."-COb'T1

COSTO " COST(IT)
BENO • BEN(IT)

t

FIGURE 5.-8. SUBROUTINE MONOTO FLOW CHART (CONTINUED|

+-
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, , j, , .,.

TABLE 5.6. SUBROUTINE MONOTO LISTrNG

COflBCN/JOOY/_OP

"---DZN_$ZC_ZO(100)oUG_B(100),ElU(I) ....
____ CiLL$OB_(I,_CQ, ZB COST0SEAS .............

_C,0
. COST0I_.

_ZSO=O*

DS_B(NOE_II=I.EGO
JOOI__COHTIUUE . .

ZP(Z,G_.BOF)B_TOSU
. zltseN(io(z)).s%_eNo)eo_o100s

S=£*1

100G ¢ONTZN_
K=%*1
D01OOTJ=K*NO_

1002 CO_S_OS

Noo3 co=¢z_us
;I .... _-o-_OOAX|OSI(XOKZ))
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